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DEDICATION 
 

This book is dedicated to increasing the level of Peace and 
WorldPeace in the world human society.  

 
WorldPeace is a possible dream. 

 
When peace becomes our priority, 

WorldPeace will become our reality.  
- Dr John WorldPeace JD 

 
WorldPeace is a journey, 

not a destination. 
- Dr John WorldPeace JD 

 
This is our cry, 

This is our prayer 
Peace in the World  
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WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK OF POEMS  
 
I read a lot of poems and I thought it would be nice for me to 
collect these poems and make them available for others. 
 
The process is simple. I see a poem I like and I copy it to this 
book with the authors name and source. I put the date it was 
collected in yr mo day format  200225 behind its number in this 
book.  
 
001-200225. Is first poem in the book.. 
 
I will save the poems for the month as a pdf and link to them 
from my main website at https://drjohnworldpeacejdpoetry.com/ 
Look for the brown graphic that says HARVEST POEMS and 
click it. 
 
At the end of the month I will publish the poems for that month 
in paperback through KDP Amazon. The monthly editions will 
for sell for $12 on Amazon,com under books and Dr John 
WorldPeace JD Harvest. 
 
There is no compensation. The poet can put the fact that he or 
she was selected to be in my harvest on his resume. In time, soon, 
I hope my harvests will be considered in high regard.  
 
If the poet does not want his or her poem in my harvest, he or she 
just sends me an email at drjohnworldpeacejd@gmail.com and I 
will remove it. I will need the poem’s designated number. 
 
I will publish the poem as I find it on the internet. In other words 
I will not edit except maybe a spelling erro. 
 
I will eventually create index of all the authors and their poem 
numbers. I will use whatever name the poet prefers. 
 
This is a new project and so I have some minor issues to work 
out. 
 
Dr John WorldPeace JD  200917 

https://drjohnworldpeacejdpoetry.com/
mailto:drjohnworldpeacejd@gmail.com
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THE BRINEY DEEP 
 
Another stowaway thought has Shanghaied my captain 
A lingual Hijacking is now destined to happen 
 
As heavy as a feather as they fly from my lips 
My words resemble cannon balls fired from battleships 
 
Spewing tidal threats of idle waves lacking all merit 
Like a Skipper less ship nary a pirate nor parrot 
 
001-200916 
Tu Shay 
AllPoetry.com 
 
 

 
WITHIN THE GROWN DEPTHS OF A INNER, OUTSIDE 
 
On the inside of my outside, is where I like to hide. A hide without a 
seeker, lost forever 
 
002-200916 
Robyn Beauchamp 
AllPoetry.com 
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THREE POT PLANTS HELD AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS 
 
The three pot plants are seen to be 
of different size, shape and heritage. 
 
As they are witnessed to stay in 
place at the head of ceramic pots 
hued in grey and white. 
 
While the central pot much gained 
in height is seen to provide abode 
body of the bush not so gained in 
height. 
 
As pot on the left somewhat less 
in height is found to house the rubber 
tree determined to grow. 
 
And pot the right lowest in height 
has the umbrella tree in place and 
ever in readiness to create the shade. 
 
003-200916 
Jujube 
AllPoetry.com 
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Who is Dr. John WorldPeace JD ? 

When I was 8 years old, I became aware that all human beings die. 
I became aware that these fragile human bodies are not immortal 
and eternal but are mortal and finite. I also became aware that at 
the end of each life, one's consciousness exits this earth 
dreamscape with nothing but one's experiences. Into this reality, 
we all come without material possessions, other than our human 
bodies, and from this reality, we all leave with only the script of 
our lives which we wrote. That is our testament and upon that 
testament, we should contemplate; not just when we die but often 
as we experience this life. 
      
My primary purpose in this life is to challenge the predatory 
nature of homo sapiens globally. My focus is on bringing forward 
a more sane and just world human society and thereby increase 
the level of peace in the world human society.  
      
It is my intention to live a minimalist life to prove that the 
accumulation of wealth is not necessary for a happy and successful 
life. In fact, a life of accumulation and attachment to things 
creates confusion and chaos in one’s life as well as the world 
human society. The only power I will have in this life is the power 
of the truth of the various aspects of my Advocacy for Peace and 
WorldPeace. 
      
My concept of family discounts biology. All men are my father, 
brother, son. All women are my mother, sister, daughter. Children 
are of my body, not my soul. 
 
I do not belong to any organization. I am not a religionist but a 
spiritualist. The difference is that religion is a licensed corporation. 
Spirituality is a direct relationship with God. It greatly irritates me 
for preachers to speak to the congregation as “church”. I am not a 
church. I am a human being. 
      
  



 

 

 

I changed my name to John WorldPeace (one word) on April 1, 
1988, Good Friday and April Fool's day. I changed my name to 
WorldPeace as evidence of my commitment to increasing the level 
of peace in the world human society. 
      
I have been self-employed 95% of my working career in 
insurance, accounting, tax, law, and web design. I will never retire. 
I am also an artist and writer and poet.  
     
 My funds come from my web design business, art, and books. All 
incoming monies go to promoting my businesses which 
collaterally promotes WorldPeace in one way or another. My ego 
is firmly anchored in my WorldPeace Advocacy and not in anyway 
with the egotistic accumulation and management of physical assets 
or money in the bank as an objective in my life or measure of my 
success or worth. I am 100% committed to increasing the peace in 
the world human society and not committed to the accumulation 
of assets except incidentally, as above, to promote WorldPeace.  

I am primarily an Advocate for Peace and WorldPeace, but I am 
not a pacifist. For the most part, everything I have done in this life 
has been focused on increasing the level of peace in the world 
human society. My art, business, writings, education, if you take 
the time to engage with what I have communicated in words on 
my flagship website (johnworldpeace.com) and deeds, will show a 
focus on constantly increasing the level of peace in the world 
human society. For me, it is absolutely critical that my life reflects 
my philosophy and my cosmology.  
 
How can we increase the level of peace in the world human 
society if we do not include everyone (all races, all nationalities, all 
religions, all genders) in our vision of peace? This is the only 
question that matters to me. 

 


